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DECLARATlOjVOESTEFAN SZEPESSY UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1 . 1 37

L I, Stefan Szepessy, was educated at Chalmers Uni^'ersitv of TechnclG~v - - ' -

Mechanical Engineering. MSc 1986, PhD 1991. I have been employed by Alfa LavallTthe"
assignee of the present application, for a total of 1 1 years, nine of which as Research Scientist

and the two last years as a Research Manager.

2. In preparing this declaration. I have reviewed the office Action mailed April 14.

2003. the cited references (namely. W097/13583: US 2.487.343: GB 2.143.299: and US
2.230.069). the patent application and the pending claims (1-20 ). It is my opinion that the

claimed arrangement of combining a rubber material and a spring element as a support member
for a spindle in a centrifugal separator dampening rotordynamical oscillations of the spindle and
other rotating and non-rotating parts connected to and oscillating with the spindle (which must
not be confused with the support members for the support of the centrifugal separator to the

mounting foundation) would not have been obvious at the time the claimed invention was made
to one of ordinary skill in the art. in view of the references cited.
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3. The combinations of a mbber material and a helical spring element disclosed in ,„o
01 the cited relerences (GB 2. 1 43.299 and L S 2.230.069, to dampen the vibration movement of
.he sprtng would no, have been obvious ,o ttse as the suppon members in a centrifugal separator
(W097 13583 and US 2.487.343, for the support of the rotordvnamicallv oscillating svstem of a
centrttugai separator in a support structure. Compared to the applications for which .hose
devtces are used in the cited a„. the often ver, heav v rotational svstems in centrifugal separators
operate at extremely high rotational speeds. When such a rotational s.vstem starts to oscillate
whtch mtght occur when passing a critical rotational speed or when there is an imbalance in the
ro.at,„g system due to uneven mass distribution, measures have to be taken to prevent the
osctllattons from exceeding dangerous levels. The radial amplitude has to be sufflciemlv low so
as to avotd contact between rotating parts and stationary non-rotating parts, and at the same time
the h,gh amount of energy being fed into the rotating system has to be absorbed. In most cases

'

.hts means that the supporting members have to be very stiff and at the same time be able ,o
dampen all the energy. The relatively thicker spring elements used with a centrifugal separator
pe™,t less rubber material ,o reside in the smaller space between adjacent rounds of the sprin.
element. The embedding of the spring element itself in the rubber material further reduces the"
amount of rubber material available to absorb the high energy associated with the radial
movement of the spindle.

4. For these reasons and due to the frequency and degree of the spindle movement it

would not have been expected that a rubber ma.erial could absorb the ener.v without rapid
degradat.on and without rapidly becoming harder, more brittle and less elastic due to a. least
fa.:gue. stretching or excessive heating. I he claimed combination would no. have been expected
to dampen the radial movement of the centrifugal separator spindle for anv reasonable len«h of
..me wtthout damage to the rubber material due to the expected high forces actin. on the rubber
material. The actual results achieved by the invention were therefore both surprising and
une.xpected.

5. It is this particular combination of the claimed support device and a centrifugal
separator that is useful. ,„ view of the above considerations, it is mv opinion that it would not
have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the an at the time the invention was made to use a
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rubber material provided a, leas, in the spaces of ,he springs of a supped device designed for a
centritugal separator.

6. 1
herebv declare tha, ail statements made herein ofmv own knouledoe are true and

rlrat all statements made on infomration and belief are believed to be true: and funher that these
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are
pun.shablebv fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 ofTitle 18 of the United States
Code and that such willful false statements ma.v jeopardize the validitv of the above-identined
application or any patents issued thereon.
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